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Section 1: Research Outputs

TARGET 1.2: Implementing a systematic and transparent approach to agreeing individual 
research objectives 

POSITION AT START OF THE YEAR: 
Currently, staff reviews are conducted by heads of department. All staff who have TfR allocated to 
them also have their research outcomes discussed and monitored during their annual reviews. 
Department heads are research active in a minority of cases but those that are will discuss 
objectives linked to research with the ADR. 
The School recognises the need to revisit the system in terms of research objective setting.  The 
new staff review system will be implemented in the new academic year and there will be a need to 
ensure staff with research ambitions are nurtured. 
There has been a significant amount of work over the last year to align research active individuals 
into research groups and Centres. The School has set up a number of new RGs to go alongside the 
RCs (WCTR, VFC and CLEC) and this has assisted in ensuring staff research is much more focussed 
towards the research themes identified in the operational plan   
New strategic research plan has been designed, developed and implement in to the School. The 
plan links the University’s research objectives to the School’s research aims and objectives and a 
set of clearly identified research targets for the next five years and the REF targets for 2020 have 
been created.  

TARGET FOR END 2015/16 ACADEMIC YEAR: 
A new system for establishing more robust control over the research outputs from the School has 
been developed through making sure that the existing TfR scheme is now used to actively monitor 
and take action on delivering research outputs. It is now used as a mechanism for monitoring and 
measuring staff performance against the School’s research targets. 

END OF YEAR POSITION: 

(Select one): 
 
 

Target partially met  

If the target has not been fully met 
i) What is the current position? 
ii) What has prevented the target being fully met? 
iii) Are there any actions which could be taken to resolve any issues? 

What is the current positon 
A comprehensive research plan has been produced that clearly shows the School’s research targets 
for the next five years and, it includes a REF 2020 plan. A Professor and Reader group has now been 
established where research targets have been discussed and individual discussions have taken place 
with each Reader and Professor as to their progress towards meeting REF targets. The new Time 
for Research programme has been developed and issued to all staff within the School. The new TfR 
programme sets out clear and unambiguous targets for research for 2015/16 and also provides a 
robust monitoring system where staff who engage with research will need to deliver against the 
targets set through the TfR programme.  
 



 

What has prevented the target being fully met? 
We believe that the systems put in place now hold staff far more accountable for their research 
outputs. However, due to the system being in its infancy, the full effects of the system will not be 
fully seen until July 2016. Continual monitoring and further ongoing discussions with staff as to 
their research ambitions and outcomes continues and the process will be adjusted to ensure 
optimal performance. 
 
Are there any actions which could be taken to resolve any issues? 
No yet. It is believed that all actions that could be taken, have been taken and it is just a matter of 
working with the systems implemented to see how they affect the performance of staff and their 
attitude towards research. 
 

 

TARGET 1.4: Identifying and supporting research active staff that were not included in the REF 
2014 submission but have the potential to be returned for the next exercise  
(Specifically, monitoring research objectives and outcomes via the Staff Performance Review 
Scheme) 

POSITION AT START OF THE YEAR: 
The School did not make a submission to the Business & Management UoA in the 2014 REF. This 
was in part due to a lack of suitable impact cases studies and as sich, this encompasses a wide 
range of staff: 
A) Those staff who would have been included had there been a submission; 
B) Those staff who would have just missed out on inclusion due to not meeting the quality 

threshold 
C) Those staff who are building a research presence and who have the potential to be included in 

a future REF submission.  
 
As a result of redesigning the TfR system, the school is now aware of the numbers of staff falling in 
to each of the above categories and work is now underway to address the issue around the 
development of publications and ICS which can ensure a more robust REF research return in 2020. 
 
All staff have been made aware of the REF Strategy Action Learning Set programme (ALS) currently 
under development at the University. REF identified staff are being encouraged to participate in 
future ALS sessions in order to gain a greater understanding of the REF process going forward. 
 
The Time for Research Scheme (TfR) continues to operate with staff applying on an annual basis to 
receive a time allocation specifically linked to their research.  At present 63 staff are taking part in 
the scheme.  Current numbers suggest that 16 staff are targeted as being REF returnable in 2020 
with 34 staff returnable for Ref 2026. Of course, monitoring and continued development and 
support is key to ensuring that these numbers are to be realised. 

TARGET FOR END 2015/16 ACADEMIC YEAR: 
To monitor and control the TfR scheme in order to ensure that the school’s research objectives 
and targets are driven through the scheme and that there is a robust system of monitoring staff 
performance in meeting the research objectives. 
 

END OF YEAR POSITION: 

(Select one): 
 
 

Target partially met 
 

If the target has not been fully met 
What is the current position? 



 

TfR scheme has been fully revised in order to ensure that the school’s research objectives and 
targets are driven through the scheme and, that there is a robust system of monitoring staff 
performance in meeting the research objectives. Early stage outputs show 11 x 3/4* papers, 11 x 
3/2* papers and £146K of income has been earned since January 2015 through the TfR programme 
 
What has prevented the target being fully met? 
This is still an early stage development. Further adjustment and development is required and also 
a full management cycle is required in which to assess the outputs from the conditions set. 
Are there any actions which could be taken to resolve any issues? 
Action has been taken and the outputs are being measured on a continuous basis.  

 

TARGET 1.5: Promoting opportunities to undertake high-profile research collaboration with 
global partners through EU Framework and other competitive funding streams 
(Specifically, develop and negotiate annual School collaborative research funding targets) 

POSITION AT START OF THE YEAR: 
There is an increasing level of activity in this area at present. Work is underway in three key areas 
within the school namely; computer science, Value Flow Centre and WCTR in particular towards 
H2020 to which two bids have been submitted and Erasmus+ to which one bid has been submitted.  
 
There is recognition that opportunities do exist which the School could exploit and work is 
underway in ensuring that the School maximises its opportunities.  Support from the Research and 
Enterprise European Office (RESEO), particularly in terms of writing bids has been good and will be 
vital to the development of activity in this area. 

TARGET FOR END 2015/16 ACADEMIC YEAR: 
By 2016 – to see 1 x ERDF and 1 x H2020 projects being submitted and a further Innovate UK 
research bid submitted by CSM. 

END OF YEAR POSITION: 

(Select one): 
 
 

Target partially met 
 

If the target has not been fully met 
What is the current position? 
Over the past year there has been significant movement to engage in EU funding streams. Both the 
Value Flow Centre and CLEC are in the process of working up EU bids. VFC via Horizon 2020 for 2016 
and CLEC are developing a proposal for a successor to Leadership 20Twenty, which closed in 
September 2015, through Structural Funds. Equally, WCTR is also working towards a H2020 project 
for 2016. 
An Erasmus+ bid under Key Action 2, Strategic Partnerships in which WCTR are a partner has been 
successful. The submission, made in March 2015 and named PM4LT - Co-operating for Leadership 
in Tourism, was selected for a place on the funding reserve list and has now entered into a 
negotiation phase prior to the issue of the Grant Agreement, expected before Christmas 2015. 
Work is currently being developed around a H2020 bid in the area of Aerospace Biofuel Supply 
Chains between CSM, the University of Sussex, University of Applied Science Munich and, Airbus 
Toulouse. 
The VFC has recently won a UK CES UK Innovate project to develop an innovative supply chain 
network. This is a joint CSM / PDR project and it is being seen as the start of further joint initiatives 
between CSM and PDR. 
It is a major target for CSM to apply and succeed in applying for external grants rather than applying 
for internal funding such as RIA and REIF. The School must obtain REF recognised research funding 
going forward and this will be a major driver over the next three years 
What has prevented the target being fully met? 



 

Lack of direction and research drivers from within the School. The School now engages the 
Professors much more fully in becoming the research leaders and this is now taking effect. Profs 
are now responsible for leading the research seminars as well as forming part of the Working Paper 
Journal editorial teams. They are all engaged in leading research funding applications but are at 
various stages in this process. 
There is also now a growing awareness of EU funding streams and their differences; during the year 
there were 35 separate attendances of CSM staff at RESEO briefing sessions, all of which focus on 
separate EU funding schemes. 
 
Are there any actions which could be taken to resolve any issues? 
Actions have been taken. Systems are being monitored to ensure we maintain the momentum. 
The ADR fully engages with all Profs and Readers to ensure they drive research forward against 
the School’s operational plan. 

 

Section 2: Research Impact 

TARGET 2.1: Enhancing the quality of our impactful research outputs 
(Specifically, identify, develop and negotiate annual School impact targets) 

POSITION AT START OF THE YEAR: 
Activity is currently underway in a number areas: 

 Value Flow Centre has undertaken significant work in the area of business improvement within 
the aerospace sector. 

 WCTR is engaging with WG in relation to work in the area of brand management. 

 ICT is continuing to build links which could help maximise the impact of their research. 

 Economics continues to provide high impact work with organisations such as the FSB 
 
Work in the area of Leadership Education has also been identified as an area which could produce 
an impact case study although experience from the 2014 REF highlighted problems linked to the 
evidencing of impact in this area and to the direct linking of excellent research outputs produced 
with impact. 
 
There is a recognition that, in the past, the focus of researchers in the School has often been on the 
quantity of outputs produced rather than the quality.  It will be necessary to challenge this approach 
more in the future especially when focussing upon the 2020 Ref programme. Therefore, all staff 
have been made aware of the REF Strategy Action Learning Set programme (ALS) currently under 
development at the University. REF identified staff are being encouraged to participate in future 
ALS sessions in order to gain a greater understanding of the REF process going forward. 
 
 
The focus of the School has been to recruit a larger number of DBA research students in to the 
School. Capacity has come as a result of reducing the number of PhD students as well as taking 
action to remove non-performing students. Increasing the number of Prof Doc students is key to 
driving impact in companies and businesses for REF 2020. 

TARGET FOR END 2015/16 ACADEMIC YEAR: 
To effectively roll out the School’s new operational plan and newly designed TfR programme to 
achieve maximum impact for research. Increase the number of DBA students. To provide the outline 
basis for at least 4 x Impact Case Studies by end of the academic year. 

END OF YEAR POSITION: 

(Select one): 
 

Target partially met 
 



 

 

If the target has not been fully met 
What is the current position? 
A full set of research targets have been developed through the operational plan and, the plan is 
running to target at present. The TfR programme has been redesigned to align itself with the Schools 
Operational plan. This will yield results quickly but will show marked improvements in performance 
in 2015/16 AY. 
What has prevented the target being fully met? 
Loss of previous ADR due to retirement and lack of a Ref coordinator. This has now been corrected 
Are there any actions which could be taken to resolve any issues? 
Action has been taken with the REF coordinator to be put in place before end of December 2015.   

 

TARGET  2.2: Engaging in research that contributes to the development and delivery of high-
quality, relevant curricula 
(Specifically, annual evaluation of Staff Profiles for curricula augmentation and future 
development) 

POSITION AT START OF THE YEAR: 
This issue continues to improve with more research active staff pro-actively contributing to the 
development of new curriculum. The new MSc in PEMS and ILSCM are examples of where research 
active staff have now developed new courses aimed at recruiting significant numbers on to new 
and exciting courses within CSM. Work continues to using research outputs to refresh and update 
the EBA curricula. There continues to be areas where individuals have industrial experience which 
influences the delivery of the curriculum. 

TARGET FOR END 2015/16 ACADEMIC YEAR: 
To work closely with the AD-E and enterprise centres such as CLEC and PDR in order to drive up the 
volume of KTPs and other industry/business engagement programmes.  
 
To work with AD-L+T and HoDs to encourage research active staff to update curricula with their 
research work. To refresh existing programmes and to develop new programmes of study that have 
been developed on the back of staff research  
 
To drive towards achieving high impact stakeholder engagement and, to deliver research led 
teaching in all Masters level programmes and in key Level 6 subjects within CSM. For other subjects 
at Levels 4 and 5, to drive research engaged teaching in to the curriculum through engaging students 
in undertaking problem based learning on live business and industry projects.  
 
To develop and implement two new MSc programmes (PEMS and ILSCM) by start of 2017 academic 
year. 
 
The CSM RO will publish on an annual basis a list of research outputs for the School (publications 
and projects) by July 2016 and, will establish the Research Seminar and Working Paper Journal 
Series by September 2015. 

END OF YEAR POSITION: 

(Select one): 
 
 

Target partially met 
 

If the target has not been fully met 
What is the current position? 
Research seminar series is up and running with the WPJ series to produce its first issue in October 
2016. The PG Cert in Applied Social Research has been resurrected and our Professoriate are now 
engaged on teaching on this programme. Professors are also engaged on the delivery of the EMBA 



 

and we are now receiving a significant stream of new DBA applicants from the Twenty:20 CLEC 
project. This shows that internal communications and connections are now growing and this will 
yield improved results next year as the process matures. 
What has prevented the target being fully met? 
No connectivity between departments. This is now being tackled 
Are there any actions which could be taken to resolve any issues? 
Action has been taken and results are now emerging 

 

TARGET 2.3: Continuing to develop our open-access research repository 

POSITION AT START OF THE YEAR: 
There is currently very little systematic use of the repository by individual CSM staff and, at 
present, the vast majority of details included in DSpace have been added by library staff.  This 
situation is not uncommon across the institution and will initially be addressed via staff 
development sessions to be developed by RES and the Library. 
The previous research administrator did undertake some work in this area and had begun to keep 
a School based register of research outputs produced by staff.  Since he left Cardiff Met however, 
this activity has slowed down.  It is hoped that it will resume under the leadership of the new ADR 
and the recently appointed research administrator. 

TARGET FOR END 2015/16 ACADEMIC YEAR: 
This will be the focus of the new RO administrator who has now joined us. Staff are being 
encouraged to place their research profiles and publications on to Research Gate where it is 
possible to link their publications back in to DSpace. Work with RES to develop a protocol that 
ensures every member of academic staff’s Cardiff Met CV eventually includes up to date links to 
papers on DSpace. 

END OF YEAR POSITION: 

(Select one): 
 
 

Target not met 

If the target has not been fully met 
What is the current position? 
Little or no work has taken place on this target. However, the new RO Administrator started on 
the 21/09/2015 and has been tasked to develop the work on DSpace and work on monitoring PhD 
progress through PhD manager 
What has prevented the target being fully met? 
School did not focus on this area but that has been resolved 
Are there any actions which could be taken to resolve any issues? 
i) New RO administrator has incorporated this work in to her duties. 

 

TARGET 2.4: Working closely with partners to develop new products, services and solutions 
linked to our research 
(Specifically, develop and negotiate annual School strategic partners and networks of influence) 

POSITION AT START OF THE YEAR: 
There is some activity in this area and the School has made extensive use of Get Started Fund to 
build relationships of this type.  However, the focus of the majority of researchers in the School 
has been the production of research publications rather than other types of outputs. 

TARGET FOR END 2015/16 ACADEMIC YEAR: 
To connect more closely with Enterprise activities and win a number of KTP projects. Support 
Professor Pritchard in the development of her work with CASD and Health Care on the impacts of 
Tourism. Likewise, to fully support Prof Francis in the full development of VFC in order to engage 
more fully with manufacturing industry. 



 

To develop the DBA programme further and to exploit the industry/business products that emerge 
from these programmes 

END OF YEAR POSITION: 

(Select one): 
 
 

Target partially met 
 

What is the current position? 
The School is working closely with CLEC to extract key impact outputs from their work on 
Twenty:20 and the Constructing futures project. KTPs are being sought on a regular basis and a 
new MSc programme in Production Management will link to German Universities to offer joint 
programmes which will connect researchers in Cardiff Met with those in Europe as a result of this 
development. 
What has prevented the target being fully met? 
Lack of connectivity between Research and Enterprise in the past 
Are there any actions which could be taken to resolve any issues? 
Action is being taken and results will be seen throughout 2015/16 

 

TARGET 2.5: Promoting and disseminating our research more effectively 
(Specifically, promote mechanisms for wider dissemination) 

POSITION AT START OF THE YEAR: 
There is an increasing amount of media engagement within the School. Prof Pritchard continues 
to work in this area. All research outcomes (UKCES project etc ) is now being fed to the University 
publicity department for issue.  

TARGET FOR END 2015/16 ACADEMIC YEAR: 
To continue to develop the research seminar programme 
To continue to develop the Working Paper Journal 
To produce an end of year research review showing all CSM publications and projects 

END OF YEAR POSITION: 

(Select one): 
 
 

Target partially met 

If the target has not been fully met 
What is the current position? 
Research Seminar Programme set up 
WPJ set up 
End of Year review produced – will be placed on new research website by November 2015 
What has prevented the target being fully met? 
Unclear why this has not been done 
Are there any actions which could be taken to resolve any issues? 
Issues are now addressed and continued work in monitoring and developing the outputs is 
underway 

 

TARGET 2.6: Maximising the value of our intellectual property 
(Specifically, review of effectiveness of measures to promote understanding of IP) 

POSITION AT START OF THE YEAR: 
The issue of awareness raising of IP issues in the School and the embedding of such procedures 
has been discussed in the School’s R+E committee. 
The School’s Research and Enterprise Ethics Committee *REEC) deals effectively with any issues 
surrounding IP that may occur during the delivery of PhD/DBA/Research and/or enterprise 
projects.  

TARGET FOR END 2015/16 ACADEMIC YEAR: 



 

Ensure that REEC plays a key role in ensuring that IP issues are monitored. 
REEC to also disseminate IP information to all staff and students so the effective management and 
extraction of value from IP generated on projects is ensured 

END OF YEAR POSITION: 

(Select one): 
 
 

Target partially met 
 

If the target has not been fully met 
What is the current position? 
The School’s Research and Enterprise Ethics Committee *REEC) deals effectively with any issues 
surrounding IP that may occur during the delivery of PhD/DBA/Research and/or enterprise 
projects. 
What has prevented the target being fully met? 
Unclear as to why this has not been monitored 
Are there any actions which could be taken to resolve any issues? 
REEC system is in place and working correctly 

 

  



 

Section 3: Research Environment 

TARGET 3.1: Developing strategic networks of influence regionally, nationally and 
internationally 

POSITION AT START OF THE YEAR: 
There is a significant interaction with professional bodies with activity being undertaken by all 
departments in the School.  Extensive connections are in place with the IoD, CMI, CIM and the 
Institution of Engineering and Technology within the School. Staff are engaged with the ABS and 
HEA.  

TARGET FOR END 2015/16 ACADEMIC YEAR: 
Continue to develop stronger and more mature connections with professional bodies.  

END OF YEAR POSITION: 

(Select one): 
 
 

Target fully met 
 

If the target has not been fully met 
i) What is the current position? 
ii) What has prevented the target being fully met? 
iii) Are there any actions which could be taken to resolve any issues? 

 

TARGET 3.3: Implementing structures and consistent approaches that encourage staff to share 
responsibility and pro-actively engage in their personal and career development 
(Specifically, development of individual research objectives) 

POSITION AT START OF THE YEAR: 
Heads of Department and SMPT have been supportive of the development of individuals.  The 
School has various sources of funding for attendance at conferences and training activities.  It has 
also supported the Time for Research Scheme for a number of years. 

TARGET FOR END 2015/16 ACADEMIC YEAR: 
Revise and revamp the TfR scheme to ensure it is fit for purpose and delivers for both staff and 
the School.  
Maintain watching brief on Athena Swan implementation in nominated schools and to start to 
develop outline systems and procedures for future implementation in CSM (part of target 3.2) 

END OF YEAR POSITION: 

(Select one): 
 
 

Target partially met 
 

If the target has not been fully met 
What is the current position? 
TfR recently revised with a School conference plan in place 
What has prevented the target being fully met? 
Are there any actions which could be taken to resolve any issues? 
Action taken and progress is being seen 

 

TARGET 3.4: Adopting best practice in respect of talent management, staff retention and 
targeted recruitment 
(Specifically, initial evaluation of the alignment of strategic aspirations with current and future 
staffing) 

POSITION AT START OF THE YEAR: 
The School currently targets new staff who hold, or are about to gain, a PhD.  This is in part to 
achieve accreditation from, for example, EPAS, which is longer term aim of the School. However, it 



 

also has the effect of increasing the numbers of staff who are, at the very least, familiar with the 
research process.  
 
Currently, 56% of staff hold a PhD or DBA (40% in 2015/16). This requires much more work and 
the system cannot cope with simply placing new staff on to a PhD programme if they do not have 
a qualification. It uses up far too much supervisory capacity and limits our ability to drive up 
strong research outputs.   

TARGET FOR END 2015/16 ACADEMIC YEAR: 
Work with HoDs and AD-L+T to ensure that correct and ample consideration is given to PhD 
qualified staff and that recruitment is not just based around the ability to teach.  
School is proposing a Teaching and Scholarship route for non-active research staff in order to 
relieve pressure on PhD supervision within the School. 

END OF YEAR POSITION: 

(Select one): 
 
 

Target partially met 
 

If the target has not been fully met 
What is the current position? 
Very Much Improving 
What has prevented the target being fully met? 
Nothing. Action have been positive 
Are there any actions which could be taken to resolve any issues? 
Actions in place. This will see a positive change in trend in 2016 

 

TARGET 3.5: Enhancing the quality and sustainability of research student supervision and 
supporting the environment for research students 
(Specifically, develop and negotiate annual School graduate studies targets) 

POSITION AT START OF THE YEAR: 
The School’s link with the Arab Academy has implications for supervisory capacity.  This is due to 
be addressed in the 2015/16 academic year. No further AAST students have been accepted on to 
the programme since January 2015. Current student numbers at 37 AASt Students. 1 x student has 
achieved their PhD with a further 6 students expecting to gain their PhD in 2015/16 with a further 
6 expected to gain their PhD in 2016/17. 
 
The School has stopped the practice of “buying in” supervisors in certain subject areas. 
 
There is recognition that, in the past, there has been a focus on increasing the numbers of research 
students without consideration of the wider implications of this.  The School has moved away from 
this model and instead is targeting a cohort of research students which is sustainable in terms of 
supervisory capacity and research environment. 
 
The School has ambitions to instigate a seminar series to which research students would be invited 
and which would include sessions run by both internal and external experts. 
 
School has an increasing number of internal supervisors that are qualified to PhD. Internal staff on 
PhDs are swamping the supervisory capacity.  

TARGET FOR END 2015/16 ACADEMIC YEAR: 
Systematically reduce PhDs / DBAs to 90 and only replace with high quality student projects. 
Reduce number non-PhD qualified staff entering the system.  

END OF YEAR POSITION: 

(Select one): Target partially met 



 

 
 

 

If the target has not been fully met 
What is the current position? 
Improving 
What has prevented the target being fully met? 
Mis-aligned strategy towards T+L 
Are there any actions which could be taken to resolve any issues? 
Actions in place. Hopefully we will see a change in trend in 2016 

 


